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Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) have become an important and integral part of military and civilian
operations in recent years. In many UAV missions, the main purpose is to visit some predetermined
checkpoints in operational space. If the number of checkpoints and constraints increases, finding a
feasible solution may take up too much time. In this paper; the path planning problem of autonomous
UAV in target coverage problems is solved by using artificial intelligent methods including genetic
algorithm (GA), ant colony optimizer (ACO), Voronoi diagram, and clustering methods. The main
contribution of this article is to propose initial population enhancement methods in GA, and thus
accelerate convergence process. The first common enhancement to basic GA structure is to generate a
sub-optimal path by implementing ACO. A sub-optimal path can be used to generate initial individuals.
However, sub-optimal paths may have the problem that is collision with terrain. To avoid a UAV from
any crash three approaches are integrated into an initial population phase of genetic algorithm. The
first approach includes Voronoi vertices as additional waypoints to keep clear of trouble. The second
approach consists of cluster centers which forms Voronoi vertices as supplemental waypoints. The
final proposal comprises again cluster centers but based on a set of collision points. The proposed
methods are tested in different three dimensional (3D) environments and the results are compared.
Performance results show that collision with terrain surface is a local phenomenon and solving this
issue by using the cluster center of collision points provides the best result including at least 70% or
much more decrease in the required number of objective function evaluations.

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The history of UAV started shortly after the first manned
flight [1]. UAVs are nowadays employed for different military and
civilian operations such as reconnaissance and surveillance, battle
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ield operations, damage assessment, signal and communication
ntelligence, and other scientific or operational data gathering.
he design challenges of UAV systems may be classified into four
roups such as path and trajectory planning, image analysis and
ision based techniques, networking and cross-layer design, and
inally flight control [2]. A path planning problem deals with gen-
rating one or more safe flyable paths for UAVs. It is very similar
o the well-known vehicle routing problem (VRP) in operational
esearch literature [3].

There are different path planning problem types. We may
lassify them into three categories such as; start-goal problems,
arget coverage problems, and hybrid problems combining start-
oal and target coverage issues together. A start-goal problem
ncludes finding the shortest path between two locations [4]. In
arget coverage path planning problems, UAV is addressed with
he objective of determining the optimal path which is able to
ully cover a given area of interest. Targets can be categorized
nto point, line, and area targets. In a flight mission, targets may
e homogeneous or heterogeneous. In literature, there are some
ybrid type problems such as start-goal problem together with
heckpoint/target coverage issue [5]. Checkpoint based UAV path
lanning problem is a kind of target coverage problem, visiting
given set of target points. In most of the existing studies, the
ain purpose of the checkpoint based vehicle path planners is to
enerate a path for aerial vehicle to visit all of the checkpoints
ith minimizing or maximizing a certain objective function un-
er several constraints. This issue is a complex problem due to its
ature. It is a known fact that checkpoint based path planning is
P-complete and there is no optimal solution in polynomial time.
n principle, the problem is a continuous optimization problem.
owever, finding the optimal path by using classical continu-
us optimization methods is almost impossible. Therefore, the
roblem may be converted into a combinatorial optimization
roblem and reduced to that of finding an optimal sequence. The
oute is determined via a set of points connected by straight-line
egments. But the difficulty is that the resulted path may not be
lyable because the UAV may not turn instantaneously through
ach target. For a flyable path, each segment should be smoothed
o produce a continuous path [6].

An overview of the existing UAV path planning strategies is
resented in [7–10]. The vast majority of the proposed algorithms
re based on heuristic or metaheuristic approaches. In [11], a path
lanning problem is studied using particle swarm optimization
PSO). The main objectives are to minimize the risks, fuel con-
umption, and to maximize the number of visited points. In [12],
3D multi-objective UAV path planning algorithm is studied
ith digital pheromone PSO. The objectives of that paper are to
inimize risk against enemy threats and fuel consumption while
atisfying occlusion constraints. In [13], the authors propose a
eductive approach for the solution of sequence issue. They first
ivide a bundle of checkpoints into sub groups via fuzzy c-means
lustering approach, and then PSO method is implemented to
onstruct a sequence of paths. These local groups of points are
hen merged and a candidate global solution is used as initial
article for the global optimizer. In [14], the authors designed an
mproved PSO algorithm with binary coding matrix and adaptive
nertia weight adjusting strategy and showed that the proposed
SO algorithm is an efficient technique in generating feasible
lans for the reconnaissance decision-making problem.
In [15], a genetic algorithm (GA) approach is proposed. Voronoi

iagrams are used to avoid threats and obstacles, and UAV paths
re produced with timing and path constraints. In [16], the check-
oint based multi-UAV path planning problem is extended to
ontrol regions and solved by using newly proposed evolutionary
perators in GA architecture. The objective is to maximize the

umber of visited desired areas, while avoiding forbidden regions.

2

In [17], flyable trajectories are constructed for multi-UAV systems
by using GA in a known environment and at a constant altitude.
First, a feasible task scheduling is constructed by using a parallel
GA, and then the path is smoothed by implementing Bezier curves
to convert it flyable. However, because of the high complexity of
the problem, this study considers the problem only in 2D. In [18],
a new genetic path planning algorithm with adaptive operator
selection is proposed to solve the constrained coverage path
planning optimization problem. The proposed approach has been
compared to some classical approaches like a modified version
of artificial potential field and a modified version of Dijkstra’s
algorithm which is a kind of a graph-based approach.

Hybrid approaches are also common in literature. In order
to reduce the complexity of 3D feasible path planning prob-
lem, a two-staged strategy for checkpoint based multi-UAV path
planning was proposed in [19]. In that study; first, the shortest
feasible flying path for a UAV to fly between any pair of task lo-
cations is obtained using a customized A* algorithm. In the second
stage, the problem is modeled as VRP with a GA algorithm. In [20],
a path planning method of unmanned surface vehicle (USV) for
intelligent target search is studied. The followed strategy is di-
vided into three phases including global path planning, local path
planning, and improved A* obstacle avoidance algorithm. Another
multi-step approach is also proposed for realistic and complex
UAV mission planning problem: flying path planning and task
scheduling in [21]. It includes a graph-based search algorithm
for path planning part and a mixed integer linear programming
based algorithm for the task scheduling. In [22], another GA algo-
rithm is developed for tasking a multi-UAV system to complete
a coordinated surveillance mission. In this study, field tests are
also conducted. In [3], k-means method is used to cluster the
targets into subsections and then GA or 2-opt method is used
to find an individual path for each UAV. The results obtained
using GA and 2-opt method give much better solutions than GA.
In [23], instead of k-means, a fuzzy c-means method is utilized
after the coordinates of each city were converted to polar and
then path sequence is determined for each UAV. However, in
both process, the resulted paths include line segments. In [24],
the authors proposed the parallelized genetic ant colony sys-
tem to solve the vehicle routing problem. First, they use the
ant colony algorithm to obtain initial solutions, then; they put
these candidate sequences as the initial population of GA. After
a certain number of cycles, they implement both methods in
parallel for better solutions. In [5], the authors prefer to use a
several-stage approach. At first, a Voronoi diagram is used to
generate a graph of potential paths away from threads. Then, they
integrate these safe segments into target points. In the next step,
this combined graph is searched to identify short paths for UAVs.
In [25], the proposed method requires the problem domain to be
partitioned into a number of convenient parts and each part is
assigned to a single UAV. A k-means method is chosen and im-
plemented in parallel hardware environment. After partitioning
process, a 2-opt local optimization technique is adapted to fine-
tune the newly generated chromosomes from the GA operators.
All aforementioned studies [5,13,14,25] generate line segment
based routes. Therefore, the resulted solutions are not smooth
and almost near-optimal solutions. On the other hand, in case
of 3D environments, these solutions may not even be a near-
optimal solution due to terrain surface constraints. However,
line-segment solutions may provide a good start for stochastic
population based optimization methods such as GA or particle
swarm optimizer.

The main contributions of this article are: (1) proposing initial
population enhancement methods in GA process by using other
intelligent algorithms such as ACO, Voronoi diagram, and clus-

tering methods, (2) providing random and a controlled diversity
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y the way of proposed enhancements in an initial population,
3) accelerating convergence process, (4) and thus providing the
ptimal solution in a short time. In general, when we apply an
ptimization algorithm, we need to provide an initial guess, often
alled a ‘‘starting point’’ in gradient based method or ‘‘initial
opulation’’ in population based heuristic method such as GA.
n the following process optimization algorithm improves the
nitial population in attempt to converge to an optimal solution.
onsequently, the choice of an initial population determines how
fficiently the optimization algorithm converges to a local or
lobal optimum. It is a fact that an estimating a good initial pop-
lation is a hard problem [26] and if the initial population in GA
rocess is good, then the algorithm has a better possibility of find-
ng a good solution [27,28]. There are three primary approaches to
nitialize the first population in a GA. These are random, heuristic,
nd hybrid initialization. In a random initialization, the initial
opulation is generated with completely random solutions. This
pproach is simple but may lead to large quantities of infeasible
aths causing more computational time and meaningless work.
n a heuristic initialization, a GA is populated using a known
euristic for the problem. A hybrid initialization includes partly
andomized and partly heuristic based individuals in an initial
opulation. It has been observed that the best practice is starting
ith heuristic information, seeding the population with some

nitial good solutions and then filling up the rest with random
olutions to drive the population to optimality. Therefore, we
refer to initialize an initial population by following a hybrid
pproach.
Initial population enhancements are realized by using ACO,

oronoi diagram, and clustering methods. In the first approach,
sub-optimal solution provided by ACO is modified by using
oronoi vertices. The reason for modification is to avoid col-
ision with terrain surface. In the second approach, the same
ub-optimal solution is enhanced by taking advantage of cluster
enters which form Voronoi vertices as supplemental waypoints.
he final proposal comprises again cluster centers but based on a
et of collision points. The proposed enhancement methodologies
re integrated into conventional GA, and applied to checkpoint
ased UAV path planning problem in different 3D environments
uch as rural, urban, and spatial type terrain models, and their
esults are compared. Preliminary results show that the proposed
ethods provide effective and feasible paths for a UAV in addition

o remarkable reductions in computational times. This study also
ssumes that controllers are present on each UAV that are capable
f following the planned path.

. Problem definition and models

Path planning problem for a UAV is focused on searching a
ath for a UAV to minimize the total sum of distances, while sat-
sfying UAV kinematics and safety constraints. The main purpose
f path planning is to facilitate flying UAV from one location, pi

to another destination, pi+1. Mathematically, it can be defined as

pi
r
→ pi+1 (1)

where r is a flight path connecting pi and pi+1. In practice, there
re various constraints depending on mission requirements, UAV
eatures, and environment properties. Hence the constrained path
lanning can be written as follows

i ] [r i+1

→ p (2)

3

where ][ represents the constraints. The optimization criterion
of UAV path planning problem is to minimize the total sum of
distances traveled by a UAV [29].

2.1. Terrain modeling

The most important constraint for the path planning problem
is probably the terrain surface. The reason is that flight safety
is more important than mission completion. We can simulate
terrain surface by describing urban and rural area classifications.
In rural area descriptions, we prefer to use Bezier surface para-
metric functions and spatial data based terrain representations.
The general form of 3D Bezier surface is given by the following
equations;

xs (u, v) =

n∑
i=0

m∑
j=0

Bn,i (u) Bm,j (v) x(i, j)

s (u, v) =

n∑
i=0

m∑
j=0

Bn,i (u) Bm,j (v) y(i, j)

zs (u, v) =

n∑
i=0

m∑
j=0

Bn,i (u) Bm,j (v) z(i, j)

Bn,i (u) =
n!

i! (n− i)!
ui (1− u)n−i

Bm,j (v) =
m!

j! (m− j)!
vj (1− v)m−j

0 ≤ u ≤ 1, 0 ≤ v ≤ 1

(3)

where xs (u, v) , ys (u, v) , and zs(u, v) are surface point coordi-
ates, x (i, j) , y (i, j) , and z(i, j) are surface control point coor-
inates [30]. Three different rural area surface models based
n Bezier surface functions are randomly generated and shown
n Fig. 1. An additional rural area surface is modeled by using
spatial data provided by Matlab file which contains latitude,

ongitude, and elevation data for the San Francisco south area in
he US based on 1: 24,000 scaled maps [31]. It was shown in Fig. 2.

An urban type terrain model can be generated by using rect-
ngular prisms with different locations and heights. These prisms
imulate city buildings and their locations together with heights
re randomly generated as follows

x1,i x2,i
]T
=

[
rand

[
xL1, x

U
1

]
rand

[
xL2, x

U
2

]]
Bc
i

⏐⏐i=1,2,...,NB
=

(
x1,i, x2,i

)
,

Bh
i = rand[0, h]

(4)

where rand is a random number operator; xL1 and xU1 are the
boundary values of the plane area, Bc

i is the center of ith prism, NB

is the total number of prisms on the plane area, Bh
i is the height

of the ith prism, and h is the height limitation for prisms. NB is
taken as 160 in the applications. Two different example urban
type terrain models are depicted in Fig. 2.

2.2. Target distributions

For nT targets, there are an infinite number of possible solu-
tions for the checkpoint based UAV path planning problem due
to its continuous nature. However, it is possible to restrict its
size such as the number of (nT − 1)!/2 possible solutions by
using combinatorial approach. But it is still very high due to the
factorial term. Therefore, it is a common practice to divide a large
cluster into sub clusters which may have reasonable number of
targets such as 40–50 [13]. Therefore, we selected the number of
checkpoints as 40 in simulations. Randomly generated 3D target
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Fig. 1. Rural area type terrain models based on Bezier surface functions.
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D

oints on described urban and rural area models are depicted in
igs. 1 and 2. During generations, altitude limitations for each
errain model are taken into consideration.

.3. Path representation model

Path parameterization takes a key role because it describes
he design parameters [32]. Splines have been widely used when
onstructing smooth trajectories for a UAV. A smooth path is
n important feature for a UAV flight dynamics because fixed-
ing aircraft cannot fly on line segments like land vehicles or
otary-wing aircraft. A cubic spline is a spline based on piece-
ise polynomials which pass through a set of control points.
et us consider a 1-dimensional spline for a set of n + 1 points,
x0, x1, . . . , xn), and the ith piece of spline be expressed by

i (t) = ai + bit + cit2 + dit3 (5)

where t is the step size parameter of the curve whose values vary
uniformly between [0, 1] and i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n−1. This equation
ncludes four unknowns for each point. It is possible to find these
nknown coefficients by using proper boundary conditions. For
xample, the values of t = 0 and t = 1 gives

xi = xi (0) = ai
(6)
i+1 = xi (1) = ai + bi + ci + di
4

dditionally, the first derivatives (Di) at these interval boundaries
ields

Di = x′i (0) = bi

i+1 = x′i (1) = bi + 2ci + 3di
(7)

By solving Eqs. (6) and (7) we get

ai = xi; bi = Di

ci = 3 (xi+1 − xi)− 2Di − Di+1

di = 2 (xi − xi+1)+ Di + Di+1

(8)

These expressions provide 4(n − 1) equations. We may write
additional expressions by getting the second derivatives. Let us
assume that the second derivatives match at the interior points
as follows

xi−1(1) = xi

x′i−1 (1) = x′i (0)

x′′i−1 (1) = x′′i (0)

(9)

and at the end points be zero, so

x′′0 (0) = 0
′′

(10)

xn−1 (1) = 0
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Fig. 2. Rural area type terrain model based on spatial data, ((a) perspective view, (d) corresponding contours, and (g) checkpoint distribution (□)); urban area type
terrain models based on prisms ((b) and (c) for perspective views, (e) and (f) for corresponding contours, and (h) and (i) for checkpoint distributions (□)).
v

2

By combining all n+ 1 equations we write the following system
of equations⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

4 1 0 0 0 · · · 1

1 4 1 0 0 · · · 0

0 1 4 1 0 · · · 0

0 0 1 4 1 · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .
. . .

. . .
...

0 0 0 · · · 1 4 1

1 0 0 0 · · · 1 4

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

D0

D1

D2
...

Dn−2

Dn−1

Dn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

3(x1 − xn)

3(x2 − x0)

3(x3 − x1)
...

3(xn−1 − xn−3)

3(xn − xn−2)

3(x0 − xn−1)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(11)

by assuming that the curve is closed [33]. In practice, we may
use a proper Matlab subroutine such as cscvn [34] which returns
a parametric variational, or natural cubic spline curve passing

through the given sequence points, xi. n

5

An example constructed path on rural-1 terrain model is de-
picted in Fig. 3. Randomly generated 10 control points are used in
path construction. As shown in Fig. 3(b) formed curve is smooth,
closed, and completely passes through control points (•). How-
ever, some part of path interacts with terrain surface as it can be
seen in Fig. 3(a).

2.4. Sensor model

We assumed that a UAV is equipped with a proper sensor. If a
checkpoint is covered by a sensor’s field of view, the observation
duty on this target is assumed to be completed. The size of a scope
area is determined by the capability of the camera on a UAV. It
is defined as the radius of a scope area, Rc and fixed to a certain
alue in a path planning process.

.5. Ant colony optimizer

As expressed in the previous subsection, there are an infinite

umber of possible solutions for the checkpoints based UAV path
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Fig. 3. The perspective and upper views of the constructed 3D path on rural-1 area type terrain model.
lanning problem. However, we may reduce the size of design
pace by using a proper combinatorics. There are different com-
inatorial approaches in literature such as ACO or taboo search.
e prefer to use an ant system proposed in [35]. Let us consider
graph defined by checkpoints. We can determine the lengths
f edges on this graph and associate pheromone values with
he edges of the graph. Pheromone values simulate accumulated
xperience of an ant colony. A single artificial ant of a colony
egins from a randomly selected checkpoint and moves along the
dges of a graph. By the way, it memorizes its path and chooses
he next checkpoint that is different from the checkpoints that
t has already visited. Ant continues to visit checkpoints until all
heckpoints are visited only once. However, an ant probabilis-
ically selects the edge to follow among unvisited checkpoints
nd selection process is biased by pheromone values together
ith accumulated heuristic information. Pheromone values on
he edges are updated in runtime. Each edge gains an amount of
dditional pheromone proportional to the quality of the general
olution. Additionally, at the end of each loop, pheromone values
re decreased by a certain percentage managed by evaporation
ate. A pheromone update is performed as follows:

ij ← (1− ρ)τij +
na∑
k=1

∆τ k
ij (12)

here ρ ∈ (0, 1] is an evaporation rate, na is the number of ants,
nd ∆τ k

ij is the amount of pheromone laid on an edge (i, j) by the
kth ant:

∆τ k
ij =

⎧⎨⎩
1
Lk

if ant k used edge (i, j)

0 otherwise

⎫⎬⎭ (13)

here Lk is the tour length of the kth ant. As expressed, an
nt makes a probabilistic decision at each checkpoint and the
ransition probability of the kth ant moving from checkpoint i to
heckpoint j is given by:

ij =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
τ α
ij .η

β

ij∑
τ α
il .η

β

il

if j ∈ N

0 otherwise

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (14)

where N is the set of edges that do not belong to solution of
kth ant, α and β are user defined parameters that control the
importance of pheromone and heuristic information, ηij. It is
defined by dij the length of edge as follows:

η = 1/d (15)
ij ij

6

A solution found by ACO depends on the size of an ant colony,
an iteration number, and the number of checkpoints. To see an
efficiency of ACO usage in path construction, two paths on rural-1
terrain model are formed and depicted in Fig. 4. At first, randomly
generated checkpoint distribution is directly used to construct
cubic splines. Next, the new checkpoint order regulated by ACO
is taken into consideration in path planning process.

In Fig. 4(a) and (b) irregular path is shown from perspective
and upper viewpoints. Additionally, the same path together with
a certain height contour is depicted from upper viewpoint in
Fig. 4(c). As it can be seen from Fig. 4(c) irregular path collides
with terrain surface. Similarly, the path regularized by ACO is
drawn in Fig. 4(d). This path is constructed on line segments. By
using cubic splines, the same path is reconstructed as shown in
Fig. 4(e). In Fig. 4(f) the regularized path and altitude limitation
based contours are also depicted. Here, the altitude limit is fixed
to 20 units. Although the number of collision sections is less
than the previous case we still have some collided sections on
the terrain surface. However, the regularized path is somewhat
close to an optimal path which is short and safe. In order to get
the optimal path, we need to use a proper optimization algorithm
such as GA and additional techniques.

2.6. Genetic algorithm

As a heuristic approach, GA is a popular optimization algo-
rithm simulating the natural evolution. When GA is applied to
optimization problems, fitness, chromosomes, and genes usually
correspond to an objective or fitness function value, a design
candidate, and design variables, respectively.

The idea behind the genetic algorithm is basically a natural
selection. This phenomenon is carried out via fitness assign-
ment and scaling process. New regions of the search space are
explored by means of genetic operators such as crossover and
mutation. This phase is also called reproduction phase. Elitism
is applied in each generation to make sure that the popula-
tion is on the right path. Generally, the population size is kept
fixed in GA architecture. The proportional method is used as
fitness scaling and roulette operation is chosen as selective mech-
anism. The crossover operations are conducted by using Blx − α
method [36] and each dimension of new springs is revised by
using the following equations:

xi,j = (1− α) xM,j + xF ,j

x′i,j = (1− α) xM,j + xF ,j

i = 1, 2, . . . , p
(16)
j = 1, 2, . . . , d
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here α is a user-defined value, d is the dimension of an individ-
al, p is the population size, xM , xF are selected male and female
esign vectors. Vibrational mutation operator [37] is set to be
utation method and the new dimension of mutated individual
an be determined by the following equations
f g = n · fr x′i,j = xi,j(1+ β(0.5− rand))

else ∅,
n = 1, 2, . . . , G/fr

i = 1, 2, . . . , p

j = 1, 2, . . . , d

(17)

where g is the generation number, n is a number from series, G
is the maximum generation number, rand is a random number
between (0, 1), fr is a user-defined application frequency, and β

is another user-defined amplitude value.

2.7. Utility function

We can describe a proper utility function, f , which combines
an objective and constraints. Sequential unconstrained minimiza-
tion techniques or penalty function methods have been a part
of the literature on constrained optimization for decades. They
transform the constrained optimization problem into alternative
formulations. If the unconstrained minimization of the utility
function is repeated for the values of penalty parameters, the
solution may be brought to converge to that of the original prob-
lem. It is a common technique in path planning problems [32]. A
linear combination of objective and constraints can be expressed
as follows

f =
5∑

aifi (18)

i=1

7

where fi is the term connected to various concerns, ai is a weight-
ing constant. The first matter of interest and also an objective is
the length of path curve and it is computed by given expression

f1 =
dn−1∑
j=1

[
(
x1,j+1 − x1,j

)2
+

(
x2,j+1 − x2,j

)2
+

(
x3,j+1 − x3,j

)2
]
1/2 (19)

where dn is the curve discretization number; x1,j, x2,j and x3,j are
the discrete coordinates of the 3D path curve.

In addition to the minimization of the total length, the effect
of an unvisited checkpoint is also added to the utility function
expression as follows.

pui =

{
0 the path visits ith target

1 otherwise

f2 =
nT∑
i=1

pui

(20)

where pui shows if the path visits the checkpoint or not. This
expression penalizes the path curve that does not visit any check-
point.

The third factor is called the total distance of the UAV path
curve to checkpoints and computed via

pdj =

{
0 dj ≤ Rc

dj otherwise

f3 =
nT∑
j=1

pdj
(21)

where pdj reflects the effect of distance between the path and
the jth checkpoint, Rc is the radius of effective scope area. Pa-
rameter dj is the closest distance between UAV path curve and
jth checkpoint.
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The fourth concern f4 is the passing ratio of the curve through
the terrain boundary and it is computed by the following expres-
sion:

ppi =

{
0 xcurve3,i − xsurface3 ≥ Sd

1 otherwise

f4 =
dn∑
i=1

ppi
(22)

here ppi is used to show the effect of collided path points,
Sd is a safe distance determined by a user, xcurve3,i is the discrete
path curve coordinate, and xsurface3 is the terrain model coordi-
nate. This expression penalizes the curve that passes through the
solid boundary. So, the penalty is proportional to the number of
discretized curve points located under the solid surface.

The fifth concern, f5, is the curvature angle of the curve which
is calculated by the following expression:

pci =

{
0 θi,i+1 ≥ θS

1 otherwise

f5 =
nT−1∑
i=1

pci
(23)

here pci is an additional description that represents effects of
harp turns, θi,i+1 is the angle between the extension of the line
egment connecting curve control points i and i + 1, θS is the
afe turning angle determined by user for a UAV. This concern
s designed to prevent the aerial vehicle from exceeding the lat-
ral and vertical acceleration limits. Apart from these mentioned
oncerns, there may be different concerns related to the problem
t hand. In some cases, collision avoidance problem of multiple
AVs, formation requirements, other UAV kinematics [38], or
ow observability concerns may be taken into consideration and
epresented with a proper constraint function.

. Proposed algorithms

We solve a path planning problem of autonomous UAV in
arget coverage issues by using five different approaches. At first,
e directly use randomized control points as initial population
nd generate new solutions via GA. This technique is labeled
s GA_1. Secondly, we improve an initial population by using
CO. In this approach called GA_2 the checkpoints can be directly
hosen as the control points of splines. That means the dimen-
ion of design vector is fixed to 40 as declared in checkpoint
istributions. The GA_2 technique may guarantee the mission
ompletion in terms of visiting all checkpoints. Natural cubic
pline curve passes through the given sequence points regarding
heckpoints. However, natural cubic spline fitting does not mean
safe flight path. As it can be seen in Fig. 4(f) the constructed
ath may collide with terrain surface. On the other hand, we
ay keep the declared checkpoints within design vector and add
upplemental waypoints to that list to stay away from terrain
urface. That means the size of design vector will be mostly bigger
han 40 depending on surface data and collisions. At this stage, we
ropose three techniques to describe additional waypoints. One
ossible option is a Voronoi diagram. We may use Voronoi vertex
oints as additional waypoints. This new algorithm is labeled as
A_3. Another option is a clustering process. We may use some
luster centers as additional waypoints. A cluster center may be
center of data set which includes some terrain points above
ltitude limitation. This algorithm is called GA_4. Another option
or cluster center is the center of data set which includes some
errain points which collide with path curve. This latest approach
s designated as GA_5. In the following sections we present the

etails about each algorithm.

8

3.1. GA_1 algorithm

GA_1 algorithm is the basic GA algorithm explained in Sec-
tion 2.6. An initial population is generated by using the following
scheme;

xi,j,1 = rand
[
xU1 x

L
1

]
xi,j,2 = rand

[
xU2 x

L
2

]
xi,j,3 = AL

i = 1, 2, . . . , p; j = 1, 2, . . . , d

(24)

where xUj and xLj are upper and lower boundary values of terrain
surface, AL is the altitude limitation of a UAV. Example individuals
from an initial population are shown in Fig. 5(a). The dimension
of design vector d is fixed to 40 as declared in checkpoint distri-
butions. The basic steps of GA_1 approach in a pseudo code style
are as follows:

Algorithm 1 The Pseudocode of GA_1.

1. Set parameters;
2. g = 0;
3. Initialize population (P(g = 0));
4. Evaluate population P((g = 0));
5. while g < G do
6. g = g + 1;
7. Apply elitism;
8. Select P(g) from P (g − 1) ;
9. Reproduce P (g) ;

10. Mutate P (g) ;

11. Evaluate P (g) ;

12. end while
13. return the best solution

3.2. GA_2 algorithm

GA_2 algorithm is similar to GA_1 except for the initial popu-
lation. The initial population of GA_2 can be generated by using
regularized checkpoints.

xi,j,1 = xACOj,1 [1+ amp · (0.5− rand)]

xi,j,2 = xACOj,2 [1+ amp · (0.5− rand)]

xi,j,3 = AL

i = 1, 2, . . . , p; j = 1, 2, . . . , d

(25)

where xACOj,1 and xACOj,2 are coordinates of checkpoints which are
in a proper tour order provided by ACO process, amp is a user
defined scale factor for randomization. Example phenotypes of
individuals from an initial population are depicted in Fig. 5(b). The
solid line in Fig. 5(b) belongs to a baseline individual, xACO. The
basic framework of GA_2 approach in a pseudo code is presented
as follows:

Algorithm 2 The Pseudocode of GA_2.

1. Set parameters;
2. Implement ACO;
3. g ← 0;
4. Initialize population based on ACO result (P(g = 0));
5. Evaluate population P((g = 0));
6. while g < G do
7. g = g + 1;
8. Apply elitism;
9. Select P(g) from P (g − 1) ;

10. Reproduce P (g) ;

11. Mutate P g ;
( )
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12. Evaluate P (g) ;

13. end while
14. return the best solution

.3. GA_3 algorithm

GA_3 algorithm is basically similar to GA_1 except for the
nitial population. The initial population of GA_3 can be gener-
ted by using ACO based regularized checkpoints and Voronoi
iagram based additional waypoints. For that purpose, we need
o generate a Voronoi diagram for the terrain surface. A Voronoi
iagram is a kind of partitioning of a plan into polygons based
n a distance to specific points in a subset of the plane. We
ay generate these specific points by implementing filtering and
lustering processes.

.3.1. Filtering
One of the important limitations of UAVs is a ceiling perfor-

ance. Ceiling refers to the density altitude the aircraft is capable
f reaching under a set conditions such as engine or lifting surface
eatures. Hence, the mission or performance requirement may
mpose a constraint on the maximum altitude that the UAV can
ly. This limitation is very important for a safe flight. We need to
dentify unsafe terrain points on 3D terrain surface. Let us assume
hat we have a finite sample set of surface data given below(
xsi

)
, i = 1, 2, . . . , ps

xsi ∈ R3
(26)

here xs is the surface point, and ps is the number of surface
oints of rural-1 terrain depicted in Fig. 1(a). The surface data set
can be filtered by taking the altitude limitation of a UAV (for
xample AL

= 20units) into consideration such as

f xsi,3 > AL
⏐⏐i=1,2,...,ps , xj = xsi

xj ∈ Sf
(27)

here Sf is a new data set which contains dangerous points (◦)
epicted in Fig. 6(a).

.3.2. Clustering
An altitude limitation based data set Sf can be clustered using

uzzy c-means (FCM) clustering method [39] that allows each
ata point to belong to multiple clusters with varying degrees
f membership. The method is based on the minimization of the
ollowing objective function

=

D∑
i=1

nc∑
j=1

µ
mf
i,j

xi − c j
2

c j ∈ R2

(28)

here D is the number of Sf data points, nc is a user defined
umber of clusters, xi is the ith data point, cj is the center of
he jth cluster, µ is the degree of fuzzy membership of xi in the
jth cluster, and mf is a fuzzification number which is equal to 2.
At the end of minimization process, we get a new data set C(c j)
hich contains cluster centers. Example cluster centers (■) based
n a sample data set are depicted in Fig. 6(b).

.3.3. Voronoi diagram
Cluster centers are a kind of threat centers on the terrain. It

s possible to find safe routes around these threat centers. A new
ata set C can be used as Delaunay points to construct Voronoi
iagram. Let us denote by C a set of nc

≥ 3 point sites p, q, . . .
n the plane. For points p and r let

(p, r) =
√
(cp − cr )2 + (cp − cr )2 (29)
1 1 2 2

9

be a sign of their Euclidean distance. By |pq| we designate the line
segment from p to q. For p, q let

B (p, q) = {r|e (p, r) = e(q, r)} (30)

denote the bisector of p and q. B(p, q) is the perpendicular
line through the center of the line segment |pq|. It divides the
half-plane

E (p, q) = {r|e (p, r) < e(q, r)} (31)

including p from the half plane E(q, p) containing q. We call

VR (p, F) = ∩
q∈C,q̸=p

E(p, q) (32)

as a Voronoi region of p with respect to F . Finally, the Voronoi
diagram of F is described by using the following definition

V (F) = ∪
p,q∈F ,q̸=p

VR (p, F) ∩ VR(q, F ) (33)

The common boundary of two Voronoi regions which belongs to
V (F) is called a Voronoi edge. The endpoints of Voronoi edges
are called Voronoi vertices [40]. By using a proper algorithm,
we may have a new data set V which contains Voronoi vertices.
Example Voronoi edges and vertices (o) based on cluster centers
are depicted in Fig. 6(c).

3.3.4. Initial population generation
Generated Voronoi vertices are potential additional waypoints

for a path curve. We construct a baseline curve by using ACO
regulated checkpoints and natural cubic splines. However, as it
can be seen in Fig. 7(a), there are unsafe path curve sections
due to altitude limitation. Let us focus on an area enclosed by
a dashed–dotted rectangle line and assume that we encounter
unsafe path part between jth and (j+ 1)th control points depicted
in Fig. 7(b). We may add an extra waypoint between these con-
trol points. In GA_3 algorithm, aforementioned waypoint can be
designated as the closest Voronoi vertex to collided path points.
By getting Voronoi vertex point as the new (j+ 1)th control
point we increase the dimension of path design vector 40 + 1.
ut the path part will probably be a safe path as shown in
ig. 7(c). This addition may sometimes result in another unsafe
ath curve. However, we may guarantee mission completion
y keeping all checkpoints in design vector and have a chance
o escape from unsafe surface points by putting an additional
aypoint in optimization process.
The initial population of GA_3 can be generated by using

upplemented checkpoints as follow:

i,j,1 = xVoronoij,1 [1+ amp · (0.5− rand)]

xi,j,2 = xVoronoij,2 [1+ amp · (0.5− rand)]

xi,j,3 = AL

i = 1, 2, . . . , p; j = 1, 2, . . . , q

(34)

where xVoronoij,1 and xVoronoij,2 are the coordinates of supplemented
checkpoints including Voronoi vertexes, and q is the number of
added control points. A sample initial population for GA_3 can be
seen in Fig. 8(a). The basic framework of GA_3 approach is given
as follows:

Algorithm 3 The Pseudocode of GA_3.

1. Set parameters;
2. Implement ACO;
3. g ← 0;
4. Filter surface points;
5. Cluster filtered points;
6. Construct Voronoi diagram;
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Fig. 5. (a). Example phenotypes of individuals from initial populations in GA_1 and GA_2 processes, respectively.
Fig. 6. Voronoi diagram generation process.
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7. Modify ACO based solution via Voronoi vertices;
8. Generate an initial population (P(g = 0));
9. Evaluate population P((g = 0));

10. while g < G do
11. g = g + 1;
12. Apply elitism;
13. Select P(g) from P (g − 1) ;
14. Reproduce P (g) ;

15. Mutate P (g) ;

16. Evaluate P (g) ;

17. end while
18. return the best solution

.4. GA_4 algorithm

GA_4 algorithm is similar to GA_3 except for the initial popu-
ation. The initial population of GA_4 can be generated by using
CO based regularized checkpoints and cluster center based ad-
itional waypoints. Let us label these cluster centers as type 1
luster centers. Instead of constructing Voronoi diagram, we can
irectly use type 1 cluster centers as additional waypoints. Let
s focus again on the same area enclosed by a dashed–dotted
ectangle line and assume that we encounter unsafe path part
etween jth and (j+ 1)th control points depicted in Fig. 7(b).
e may add an extra waypoint between these control points. In
A_4 algorithm, aforementioned waypoint can be designated as
he closest cluster center to collided path points. By getting this
luster center point as the new (j+ 1)th control point we increase
gain the dimension of path design vector 40 + 1. However, we
ay guarantee mission completion by keeping all checkpoints in
esign vector and have a chance to escape from unsafe surface
10
oints by relocating additional waypoint in optimization process.
sample constructed path part is drawn in Fig. 7(d).
The initial population of GA_4 can be initiated by using com-

anioned checkpoints as follows:

i,j,1 = xccj,1 [1+ amp · (0.5− rand)]

xi,j,2 = xccj,2 [1+ amp · (0.5− rand)]

xi,j,3 = AL

i = 1, 2, . . . , p; j = 1, 2, . . . , r

(35)

where xccj,1 and xccj,2 are the coordinates of checkpoints including
additional cluster centers, amp is again a user defined scale factor
for randomization, and r is the number of added control points.
A sample initial population for GA_4 can be seen in Fig. 8(b). The
framework of GA_4 approach is presented as follows:

Algorithm 4 The Pseudocode of GA_4.

1. Set parameters;
2. Implement ACO;
3. g ← 0;
4. Filter surface points;
5. Cluster filtered points;
6. Modified ACO based solution via cluster centers;
7. Generate an initial population (P(g = 0));
8. Evaluate population P((g = 0));
9. while g < G do

10. g = g + 1;
11. Apply elitism;
12. Select P(g) from P (g − 1) ;
13. Reproduce P g ;
( )
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c
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14. Mutate P (g) ;

15. Evaluate P (g) ;

16. end while
17. return the best solution

.5. GA_5 algorithm

GA_5 algorithm is similar to GA_4 except for the initial popu-
ation. The initial population of GA_5 can be generated by using
CO based regularized checkpoints and cluster center based addi-
ional waypoints. But, these cluster centers are different from the
revious ones. Let us focus again on the same area surrounded
y a dashed–dotted rectangle line and assume that we encounter
nsafe path part between jth and (j+ 1)th control points depicted
n Fig. 7(e). It is possible to detect unsafe path curve points on this
rea. These collision points are shown by using x symbol on cubic
pline. Instead of using the closest type 1 cluster center, we may
enerate a new cluster center based on these hit points. The new
luster center called type 2 is depicted by (•) symbol in Fig. 7(f).
y getting this type 2 cluster center point as the new (j+ 1)th
ontrol point we have a chance to escape from unsafe surface
oints. A sample constructed path part is drawn in Fig. 7(f). The
nitial population of GA_5 can be triggered by using companioned
heckpoints as follow:

i,j,1 = xchj,1 [1+ amp · (0.5− rand)]

i,j,2 = xchj,2 [1+ amp · (0.5− rand)]

xi,j,3 = AL

i = 1, 2, . . . , p; j = 1, 2, . . . , s

(36)

here xchj,1 and xchj,2 are the coordinates of checkpoints including
dditional type 2 cluster centers, and s is the number of added
11
ontrol points. A sample initial population for GA_5 can be seen
n Fig. 8(c). The framework of GA_5 approach is given as follows:

Algorithm 5 The Pseudocode of GA_5.

1. Set parameters;
2. Implement ACO;
3. g ← 0;
4. Find collision points;
5. Cluster collision points;
6. Modified ACO based solution via type_2 cluster centers;
7. Generate an initial population (P(g = 0));
8. Evaluate population P((g = 0));
9. while g < G do

10. g = g + 1;
11. Apply elitism;
12. Select P(g) from P (g − 1) ;
13. Reproduce P (g) ;

14. Mutate P (g) ;

15. Evaluate P (g) ;

16. end while
17. return the best solution

4. Test cases and results

All GA algorithms including GA_1, _2, _3, _4, and _5 are tested
in six different 3D environments. The first four environments
are selected as rural type terrain models including Bezier surface
and spatial data based models. The final two environments are
chosen as urban area type surface models. For all test cases,
the assignment is to fly over all checkpoints under described
conditions in terms of utility function.
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.1. Test case -1

In the first test case the rural-1 terrain model and declared
0 checkpoints are taken into consideration. The features of GAs
nd utility function settings are given in Table 1. All algorithms
re run 30 times, the best 20 runs of them are taken into consid-
ration, and the averaged best individual utility function values
ersus generations are recorded for a fair comparison.
At the beginning, path planning problem is solved by using

ust GA_1 with different control point (cp) numbers such as
0, 42, 44, and 46. Convergence histories of each option are
lotted in Fig. 9(a). The results show that the best utility function
alue, f , is 1.025× 10−4 and it is provided by 44 control points.
enerally speaking, an increase in the number of design vector di-
ension may provide a better flexibility. However, it also causes
ore complexity in optimization process. We can see both effects
n these results. The worst result belongs to GA_1 with 40cp and
he best result does not associate with 46cp.

Following the first test bundle, the same problem is solved by
sing GA_2, _3, _4, and _5 algorithms. Convergence histories of
ach algorithm and GA_1 with 44cp are depicted in Fig. 9(b). It
eems that a random initiation based GA_1 is really inefficient
hen it is compared with others. The best result is provided
y GA_5. GA_5 algorithm reaches the utility function value of
.49×10−3 at the end of optimization process. The closest rival is
A_4 with the utility function value of 2.0×10−3. However, GA_5
ets the same value at 610th iteration. That means almost 25%
ncrease in f value and 40% decrease in the required number of f
valuations. On the other hand, we may also compare GA_5 and
A_2. Because GA_2, 3,_4, and _5 algorithms use the same ACO
ased solution as the baseline solution. GA_2 algorithm reaches
he utility function value of 1.1 × 10−3 at 1000th iteration. But,
A_5 gets the same value at 140th iteration. That means almost
6% decrease in the required number of f evaluations. A sample
ath constructed by GA_5 is shown in Fig. 9(c), (d), and (e) in
ifferent views. As it can be observed from Fig. 9(d) and (e), the
ath curve visits all checkpoints without any interference with
errain surface.

.2. Test case -2

In the second test case the rural-2 terrain model and declared
0 checkpoints are taken into consideration. The features of GAs
nd utility function settings are the same given in Table 1 except
or the dimension which is equal to 47. This is an expected
odification due to different terrain surface. All algorithms are

un 30 times, the best 20 runs of them are taken into consid-
ration, and the averaged best individual utility function values
ersus generations are recorded for a fair comparison. Following
 p

12
he same fashion, the path planning problem is solved by using
ust GA_1 with different control point (cp) numbers such as
40, 42, 44, and 46. Convergence histories of each option are
plotted in Fig. 10(a). The results show that the best utility function
value, f , is 9.46 × 10−5 and provided by 44 control points. The
worst result belongs to GA_1 with 46cp.

Then the same problem is solved by using GA_2, _3, _4, and
_5 algorithms. Convergence histories of each algorithm and GA_1
with 44cp are depicted in Fig. 10(b). The best result is provided
by GA_5. GA_5 algorithm reaches the utility function value of
1.15× 10−3 at the end of optimization process. The closest rival
is GA_4 with the utility function value of 8.41× 10−4. However,
A_5 gets the same value at 548th iteration. It indicates almost
7% increase in f value and 45% decrease in the required number
f f evaluations. On the other hand, GA_2 algorithm reaches
he objective value of 0.58 × 10−3 at 1000th iteration. GA_5
ets the same value at 150th iteration. That means almost 85%
ecrease in the required number of f evaluations. A sample path
onstructed by GA_5 is shown in Fig. 10(c), (d), and (e) in different
iews. Similar to previous test case, the path curve safely visits all
heckpoints.

.3. Test case -3

In the third test case the rural-3 terrain model and declared
0 checkpoints are taken into consideration. The features of GAs
nd utility function settings are the same given in Table 1 except
or the dimension which is 45. All algorithms are run 30 times,
he best 20 runs of them are taken into consideration, and the
veraged best individual objective function values versus gener-
tions are recorded for a fair comparison. As it is in the previous
ases, the path planning problem is solved by using just GA_1
ith different control point numbers such as 40, 42, 44, and 46.
onvergence histories of each option are plotted in Fig. 11(a).
nterestingly, the results display that the best utility function
alue, f , is 9.16 × 10−5 and provided by 40 control points. The
orst result belongs to GA_1 with 44cp. This result implies that
he performance of an algorithm may be affected by checkpoint
istribution and terrain contours.
After that the same problem is solved by using GA_2, _3, _4,

nd _5 algorithms. Convergence histories of each algorithm and
A_1 with 40cp are depicted in Fig. 11(b). The best result is again
rovided by GA_5. GA_5 algorithm reaches the utility function
alue of 2.18 × 10−3 at the end of optimization process. The
losest rival is GA_2 with the utility function value of 1.25×10−3.
owever, GA_5 gets the same value at 300th iteration. It indicates
lmost 74% increase in f value and 70% decrease in the required
umber of f evaluations. A sample path generated by GA_5 is
hown in Fig. 11(c), (d), and (e) in different views. Similar to

revious test cases, the path curve safely visits all checkpoints.
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Fig. 9. Convergence histories and a sample path in test case-1.

Fig. 10. Convergence histories and a sample path in test case-2.
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Table 1
Genetic algorithms’ properties.

Method Population size Dimension Crossover Mutation Fitness scaling Selection Max. iteration f settings

ai others

GA_1

10

40, 42, 44, 46

α = 0.5
fr = 10,

β = 0.5
Proportional Roulette 1000

10,

500,

1,

500,

100

Rc = 1 unit,

Sd = 1 unit,

θS = 60◦,

AL
= 20 units

GA_2 40

GA_3 44

GA_4 44

GA_5 44
Fig. 11. Convergence histories and a sample path in test case-3.
.4. Test case -4

In the fourth test case the rural-4 terrain model and declared
0 checkpoints are taken into consideration. The features of GAs
nd utility function settings expressed in Table 2 are a bit dif-
erent from Table 1. The main reason is that the terrain scale
s completely different. Additionally, GA_1 algorithm runs are
gnored because of low efficiency. All algorithms are run 30 times,
he best 20 runs of them are taken into consideration, and the av-
raged best individual utility function values versus generations
re recorded for a fair comparison. The target coverage problem
s solved by using GA_2, _3, _4, and _5 algorithms. Convergence
istories of each algorithm are depicted in Fig. 12(a). The best
esult is again provided by GA_5. GA_5 algorithm reaches the
tility function value of 2.9 × 10−4 at the end of optimization
rocess. The closest rival is GA_4 with the utility function value
f 2.78 × 10−4. However, GA_5 gets the same value at 700th
teration. It indicates 30% decrease in the required number of
evaluations. On the other hand, GA_2 algorithm reaches the
tility function value of 1.75×10−4 at 1000th iteration. But, GA_5
14
gets the same value at 60th iteration. That means almost 94%
decrease in the required number of f evaluations. A sample path
generated by GA_5 is shown in Fig. 12(b), (c), and (d) in different
views. Similar to previous test cases, the path curve safely visits
all checkpoints.

4.5. Test case -5

At the fifth test case the urban-1 terrain model and declared
40 checkpoints are taken into consideration. The features of GAs
and utility function settings are the same expressed in Table 2
except for the number of control points appeared as 53, vibra-
tional mutation amplitude fixed to 0.25 and altitude limitation
fixed to 6units. Due to the same reason GA_1 algorithm runs are
ignored. All algorithms are run 30 times, the best 20 runs of them
are taken into consideration, and the averaged best individual
utility function values versus generations are recorded for a fair
comparison.

The target coverage problem on city type terrain model is
solved by using GA_2, _3, _4, and _5 algorithms. Convergence
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Table 2
Genetic algorithms’ properties.

Method Population size Dimension Crossover Mutation Fitness scaling Selection Max. iteration f settings

ai others

GA_2

20

40

α = 0.5
fr = 10,

β = 0.5
Proportional Roulette 1000

10,

750,

1,

1000,

100

Rc = 3 unit,

Sd = 1 unit,

θS = 60◦,

AL
= 600 units

GA_3 46

GA_4 46

GA_5 46
Fig. 12. Convergence histories and a sample path in test case-4.
istories of each algorithm are depicted in Fig. 13(a). The best
esult is again provided by GA_5. GA_5 algorithm reaches the
tility function value of 5.8 × 10−4 at the end of optimization
rocess. The closest rival is GA_4 with the utility function value
f 4.2 × 10−4. However, GA_5 gets the same value at 579th
teration. It indicates almost 38% increase in f value and 42%
ecrease in the required number of f evaluations. When we look
t GA_2 performance we see that GA_2 algorithm reaches the
tility function value of 2.6×10−4 at 1000th iteration. But, GA_5
ets the same value at 260th iteration. That means almost 74%
ecrease in the required number of f evaluations. A sample path
enerated by GA_5 is shown in Fig. 13(b), (c), and (d) in different
iews. Similar to previous test cases, the path curve safely visits
ll checkpoints.

.6. Test case -6

At the final test case the urban-2 terrain model and declared
0 checkpoints are taken into consideration. The features of GAs
nd utility function settings are the same expressed in test case
except for the number of control points come out as 47. GA_1
lgorithm runs are again ignored. All algorithms are run 30 times,
15
the best 20 runs of them are taken into consideration, and the av-
eraged best individual utility function values versus generations
are recorded for a fair comparison.

The path planning problem on the second city type terrain
model is solved by using GA_2, _3, _4, and _5 algorithms. Conver-
gence histories of each algorithm are depicted in Fig. 14(a). The
best result is again provided by GA_5. GA_5 algorithm gets the
utility function value of 1.28 × 10−3 at the end of optimization
process. The closest rival is GA_4 with the utility function value
of 7.26 × 10−4. However, GA_5 gets the same value at 280th
iteration. It provides almost 76% increase in f value and 72%
decrease in the required number of f evaluations. When we
compare GA_5 and GA_2 we observe that GA_2 algorithm reaches
the utility function value of 0.58× 10−3 at 1000th iteration. But,
GA_5 gets the same value at 200th iteration. That means almost
80% decrease in the required number of f evaluations. A sample
path generated by GA_5 is shown in Fig. 14(b), (c), and (d) in
different views. Similar to previous test cases, the path curve
safely visits all checkpoints.
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5

a
p

Fig. 13. Convergence histories and a sample path in test case-5.
Fig. 14. Convergence histories and a sample path in test case-6.
. Conclusions

This paper investigates how to construct a flyable path for
n autonomous UAV in target coverage problems. At first, the
roblem is solved by using a classical GA architecture called GA_1
16
method. In GA_1 algorithm, an initial population is randomly
generated. Secondly, the set of feasible solutions is reduced to
discrete and then a combinatorial optimization algorithm such as
ACO is implemented. This approach consists of finding an optimal
series from a finite set of targets. The resulted path is used to
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enerate some initial population members in GA. This type of
A is called GA_2 method. However, an altitude limitation may
ender the resulted paths unsafe and hence meaningless due to
errain surface collisions. To avoid a UAV from any crash three
pproaches are integrated into an initial population phase of
enetic algorithm. The first approach includes Voronoi vertices
s additional waypoints to keep clear of trouble. This kind of
ntegration based method is called GA_3. The other approach
onsists of cluster centers which forms Voronoi vertices as sup-
lemental waypoints. In applications, the proposed integration
ased architecture is named GA_4. The final proposal comprises
gain cluster centers but based on a set of collision points. This
inal approach is called GA_5 method.

The classical GA and suggested integration based GA algo-
ithms are tested on six different 3D environments in terms of
wo types of terrain surface models such as rural and urban type
odels. From the results obtained, it is concluded that the most
fficient method among proposed approaches is GA_5 algorithm.
n the rural area test cases based on Bezier surface parametric
unctions GA_5 provides at least 70% decrease in the required
umber of cost function evaluations when we compare it with
A_2. On the final rural area test case based on spatial data, GA_5
rovides more than 90% decrease in the required number of cost
unction evaluations when we compare it with GA_2. On two
rban area test cases, we see similar performance. GA_5 provides
ore than 74% decrease in the required number of cost function
valuations when we compare it with GA_2. When we look at the
onvergence histories of all test cases we see that the second best
erformance belongs to GA_4 algorithm. GA_3 provides the third
est performance.
The results are consistent with each other. Voronoi vertices are

etermined by using cluster centers and these cluster centers are
ased on high altitude points. Therefore, the success of Voronoi
iagram depends on the accuracy of cluster centers. It may not be
asy to determine accurate cluster centers, especially in a hilly
rea. Hence, the performance of GA_3 is heavily related to the
ccuracy of Voronoi vertices and cluster centers. The situation
n GA_4 is similar to that in GA_3. Additional way points are
etermined by using directly the cluster centers. So, the role of an
ccuracy of cluster center is important. Additionally, cluster cen-
er may contain lots of high altitude terrain points. A high number
f points in a wide area may result in multiple centers and it
ay cause wrong prediction for the additional way point. On the
ther hand, the margin of error is smaller in GA_5 algorithm and
ower margin of error indicates higher confidence levels in the
roduced results. A cluster center in GA_5 algorithm is deter-
ined by using only collision points and the number of collision
oints is usually smaller then the whole hill points. Furthermore,
ollision with terrain surface is a local phenomenon. As a result,
A_5 method produces more accurate additional waypoints and
ence provides a significant decrease in the required number of
bjective function evaluations.
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